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COOL-LITE® ST BRIGHT SILVER
HigHly transparent and aestHetic solar protection for tHe 2nd skin

st cool-lite® BrigHt silVer member of solar control coatings family has a convincing, extremely high
transparency as well as exceedingly aesthetic and neutral refl ections, whereby it ensures comfort and serenity 
within the building. the coating is applied to the sgg diaMant® extra-white fl oat glass in the standard way.

The SGG COOl-lITE® ST solar protection glass is really versatile: it can be tempered and bent, or heat-strength-
ened, or laminated to form multi-layered safety glass, or printed or even enamelled. Its numerous processing possi-
bilities provide huge scope for architectural and technical planning.

This new coating satisfi es all of the demands that are made on versatile processing and it enables a huge variety 
of possible designs to be created as a result, besides its outstanding aesthetics. This coating has been developed 
primarily for applying to double-layered facades as glazing for the 2nd skin.

CharaCteristiCs

Aesthetics: it has a neutral, silvery
refl ection that allows translucency 
and transparency nevertheless.

Combinations: it can be combined
with other glasses unproblematical-
ly, in order to ensure functions like
thermal insulation, soundproofi ng 
or protection against injury.

Processing: High level of architec-
tural and technical flexibility.

– It can be tempered or even heat-
strengthened as a single sheet of
safety glass.

– it can be processed to make multi-
layered safety glass - even with the
coating towards the foil.
– it can also be screen-printed or
enamelled in addition. printing is
possible on the glass side as well as
the coated side.
– it has a particularly high col-
our-rendering index, not only in 
transmission but also in the reflec-
tion.

CE-identification marking: this 
label ensures that the product 
complies with the eU’s applicable 
guidelines and standards.
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appliCations

•	for	external	layer	of	double-skin
 façades
•	for	windows	and	façades
•	for	glass	louvres
•	for	spandrels


